
TRUMANS DECISION

As president, it was Harry Truman's decision if the weapon would be used with the goal to end the war. â€œIt is an
awful responsibility that has.

For Truman, the choice whether or not to use the atomic bomb was the most difficult decision of his life. By
mid, an American naval blockade had effectively cut off the home islands from the rest of the world. A
Normandy-type amphibious landing would have cost an estimated million casualties. They were likely to fight
even more fiercely if the United States invaded their homeland. In February , about a month after he was
sworn in as vice president, American troops invaded the small island of Iwo Jima , located miles 1, km from
Tokyo. An island target was considered, but it raised several concerns. Second, it must be a city primarily
devoted to military production. Instantly, 70, Japanese citizens were vaporized. How much time would elapse
before Japan communicated its decisionâ€”and how would that time be used? Truman received a long report
from Secretary of War Henry L. But would Japan have surrendered without either invasion? A new age of
nuclear terror led to a dangerous arms race. Few imagined that the institution he embodied would be allowed
to continue after the war. Truman believed that the bombs saved Japanese lives as well. In July project
administrators polled of the scientists working at the Chicago site and could find only 19 who rejected any
military use of the bomb and another 39 who supported an experimental demonstration with representatives of
Japan present, followed by an opportunity for surrender. They had been willing to make great sacrifices to
defend the smallest islands. Conversation on the Existence of the Bomb On July 24 I casually mentioned to
Stalin that we had a new weapon of unusual destructive force. The Americans took four weeks to defeat the
Japanese forces and suffered nearly 30, casualties. Second, what if the bomb turned out to be a dud?
Regardless, the United States remains the only nation in the world to have used a nuclear weapon on another
nation. He shared the information fully with Churchill Britain was a partner in the development of the bomb
but simply told Stalin that the United States had created a powerful new weapon. In Japan no military official
counseled surrender, and civilian leaders who knew that the war was lost dared not speak their thoughts
openly. After nearly 12 weeks of fighting, the United States secured the island on June 21 at a cost of nearly
50, American casualties. Truman, apparently uncertain that the bomb alone could compel surrender, was
elated. Would that encourage Japan to fight harder? Bodies described as "boiled octopuses" littered the
destroyed streets. Truman and Byrnes also certainly assumed that the atomic bomb would greatly increase the
power and leverage of the United States in world politics and would win the grudging respect of the Soviets.
Moreover, American leaders learned that Japan was seeking to open talks with the Soviet Union in the hopes
of making a deal that would forestall Soviet entry into the Pacific war. Option 1: Conventional Bombing of the
Japanese Home Islands While the United States began conventional bombing of Japan as early as , the mission
did not begin in earnest until mid I was shocked by the sight On May 8, , Germany surrendered
unconditionally to great rejoicing in the Allied countries. Vague contacts initiated by junior-level Japanese
diplomats in Sweden and Switzerland quickly turned to nothing for lack of high-level guidance. The target
cities were carefully chosen. We were going to grow up to adulthood after all. Of course I saw many dreadful
scenes after that â€” but that experience, looking down and finding nothing left of Hiroshima â€” was so
shocking that I simply can't express what I felt A photo of the Enola Gay, the plane that dropped the atomic
bomb on Hiroshima, is included. The saturation bombing of Japan took much fiercer tolls and wrought far and
away more havoc than the atomic bomb. The same mid-range estimate that predicted , casualties for Olympic
projected 90, for Coronet. People over two miles away burst into crumbling cinders. His personal diaries and
letters reveal hope for a satisfactory postwar relationship but determination not to embark on a policy of
unilateral concessions. Offshore, Japanese kamikaze planes inflicted severe losses on the American fleet.


